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Restating a unification problem as a single relational substitution instead of as multiple
functional substitutions (or terms), a solution becomes a “determiniser” arrow and allows
formalisation in the context of locally ordered categories with domain. This relies on the
determinacy concept of “characterisation by domain” introduced by Desharnais and Möller
for Kleene algebras with domain; this is here applied in the weakest possible setting.
We show how “most general determinisers” can be seen as generalisation of quotient
projections of partial equivalence relations, and show a characterisation that manages to
avoid using converse or symmetry by employing restricted residuals instead.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Substitutions have been considered in a categorical context at least since the seminal work by Lawvere [27]. In that context,
a unification problem can be stated as a pair of parallel arrows, and their most general unifier is then just their co-equaliser.
Relational substitution concepts allow more liberal ways to formulate unification problems, in particular as a single,
relational morphism. In [23], we considered two different categories for “relational” concepts of substitutions:
• “Relational substitutions” can be understood as non-deterministic variable bindings, and have a composition that corre-
sponds to call-by-name, or “run-time choice”.• “Substitution sets” correspond to non-deterministic choices of standard substitutions, and therefore more closely corre-
spond to call-by-value, or “call-time choice”.
The greatest common denominator of these two relational substitution concepts is the setting of ordered categories with
domain. In this setting, the essence of being “unified” can be captured via the determinacy concept of domain minimal-
ity, introduced by Desharnais and Möller [10]. We therefore replace the co-equaliser-based definition of unifiers with a
new definition of “determiniser”. In [23], we showed that initial determinisers relate usefully to relational translations of
conventional substitution problems in both relational substitution concepts.
However, the initiality condition, a typical category-theoretic universal property, is rather unsatisfying in a relational
context. Relational characterisations corresponding to such universal properties are typically local, i.e., involve no quantifi-
cation over objects, and rarely quantification over morphisms. Typical examples are relational characterisations of direct
products [5], called tabulations by Freyd and Scedrov [18].
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We identify the quotient characterisation as the one closest to the determiniser concept. However, since our locally
ordered categories of relational substitutions do not provide symmetry, we have to find other ways to deal with what
normally are the symmetric aspects of the quotient characterisation.
Finally, the decomposition of the unification problem along the subterm structure requires a further adaptation, based
on an abstract representation of term positions in terms of membership of a monad functor.
We assemble the theoretical foundations of our discussion in three strands:
• The basic theory of ordered categories with domain (Section 2) can serve as common stratum ofmore complete relation-
algebraic theories. We use these theories to reason about relational substitutions in Sections 4 and 5, where we con-
centrate on properties of relational substitutions that can be expressed in the basic setting of ordered categories with
domain (and range).• Monads are an abstraction that is particularly useful for container datatypes, like terms; we collect the necessary de-
finitions in Section 3 and show relevant properties of the Kleisli category. A related concept in that context is that of
membership of datatypes,which is again relevant for terms;we present this in Section 8, and showalso howmembership
is useful in the Kleisli category, and that the term monad has membership.• Right residuals approximatematching, and left residuals are oneway to obtain the kernel of a function; restricted variants
of the conventional residuals deal more conveniently with partiality and lack of surjectivity (Section 7).
Section 5 also lists some properties that hold automatically for relational substitutions, and presents counterexamples for
some closely related properties that do not hold. Section 6 contains the central determiniser definitions. The central part of
our search for appropriate characterisations of the determiniser concept in Section 9 starts from themuch simpler situation
in appropriate allegories [18], i.e., categories of relationswith converse, and strives toderive converse-free formalisations that
can also be used in ordered categories of substitutions, which do not have converse. The problem of precise characterisation
of determinisers for relational substitutions is then treated in Section 10. Finally, in Section 11,we discuss some relatedwork.
2. Ordered categories with domain
In our use of category theoretical concepts, we write composition using the “diagrammatic” convention:
Notation 2.1. In a category, we write IA for the identity on objectA, and F : A → B to say that F is a morphism from object
A to object B. The homset of all morphisms from A to B is also writtenHom(A, B).
For two morphisms F : A → B and G : B → C, we write F ; G for their composition; we then have (F ; G) : A → C. 
One basic additional feature of categories of relations is the inclusion ordering among relations between the same two
sets; this motivates our use of locally ordered categories:
Definition 2.2. An (locally) ordered category is a category in which on each homsetHom(A, B), there is an ordering1 ⊆A,B ,
and composition is monotonic in both arguments. 
We will normally omit the subscripts, as they can be deduced from the context.
Definition 2.3. In an ordered category, we call a morphism R : A → A
• reflexive iff IA ⊆ R,• subidentity iff R ⊆ IA,• transitive iff R ; R ⊆ R,• idempotent iff R ; R = R. 
For special cases of the local ordering we recall (e.g. from Kahl [22]):
Definition 2.4. An ordered category is called
• a lower semilattice category if each homset has binary meets,• a upper semilattice category if each homset has binary joins, and composition distributes over these,• a complete upper semilattice category if each homset has arbitrary joins, and composition distributes over these,• having zero morphisms, if each homset has a least element (which is the join of the empty set), and these behave as zeros
(which is distribution over the empty join).
A Kleene category is an upper semilattice category with zero morphisms where on homsets of endomorphisms there is an
additional unary operation _∗ such that R∗ = IA ∪ R ∪ R∗ ; R∗ and the induction laws hold:
Q ; R ⊆ Q ⇒ Q ; R∗ ⊆ Q and R ; S ⊆ S ⇒ R∗ ; S ⊆ S
1 An ordering is a reflexive, transitive, and antisymmetric relation.
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In a Kleene category, we also define R+ := R∗ ; R. 
A complete upper semilattice category is automatically a Kleene category. In the Kleene category Rel of binary relations
between sets, R+ is the transitive closure of R and R∗ is the reflexive and transitive closure of R.
If objects are seen as corresponding to sets, idempotent subidentities correspond to subsets. In the Kleene algebra context,
such subidentities are called “tests” or “domain elements”; Backhouse calls them “monotypes”, e.g. in [12]. In the context of
unification, the dual concept of range is perhaps even more important than domain, but we follow the customary approach
of introducing domain first, and adapt the domain definition of Desharnais et al. [11] to the setting of ordered categories:
Definition 2.5. An ordered category with pre-domain is an ordered category where for every morphism R : A → B there is
an idempotent subidentity dom R : A → A such that
• for every morphism S : A → B with R ⊇ S we have (dom R) ; S ⊇ S, and
• for every idempotent subidentity q : A → Awith q ; R ⊇ R, we have q ⊇ dom R.
In an ordered category with domain, additionally the following locality condition holds:
dom (R ; dom S) ⊆ dom (R ; S) (D2 ⊆)
Range ran R : B → B is defined dually.
Prefix operators like dom and ran have higher precedence than binary operators, so dom R ; S = (dom R) ; S. 
Already a pre-domain operator ismonotonic and idempotent, preserves idempotent subidentities, and satisfies the opposite
inclusion to (D2 ⊆), and
dom R ; R = R . (D1)
A domain operator therefore in addition satisfies in particular Eq. (D2), and also the following:
dom (dom R ; S) = dom R ; dom S (D3) dom R ; dom S = dom S ; dom R (D4)
Desharnais et al. [9] list Eqs. (D1)–(D4) as the axioms for domain semigroups in a context where no local order is given a
priori.
In allegory and relation algebra contexts, many properties are normally defined using converse; some of these can be
defined using domain instead:
Definition 2.6. In an ordered category with domain (respectively, range), we call a morphism R : A → B
• total iff dom R = IA,• surjective iff ran R = IB . 
For the property of univalence, usually defined using converse as R
 ; R ⊆ I, it is harder to find an appropriate replacement
that does not use converse; Desharnais and Möller [10] have studied this problem extensively; we will mainly use the
property they introduced as “characterisation by domain (CD)”:
Definition 2.7. In an ordered category with domain, a morphism F : A → B is called deterministic iff F is domain-minimal,
i.e., iff 2
∀R : A → B • R ⊆ F ⇒ R = dom R ; F. 
2 For quantification and set comprehension we shall use the notation of Z [33], which uses the pattern
∀ declaration | range-predicate • predicate
to denote the truth of predicate for all bindings of the variables in declaration that satisfy the range-predicate, respectively,
{ declaration | range-predicate • term }
to denote the set of all values of term under bindings for the locally bound variables from declaration that satisfy the range-predicate (which defaults toTrue), for
example:
∀z : Z | z < −5 • z2 > 30 ∀k : N • k + 2 > 0 {k : N | k < 4 • k2} = {0, 1, 4, 9} {n : N • (−1)n} = {−1, 1}
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Interestingly, an identity IA is only deterministic if for each subidentity p on A we have dom p = p, or equivalently, that p
is idempotent.
Definition 2.8. In an ordered category with domain, a morphism F : A → B is called a mapping iff F is deterministic
(domain-minimal) and total. 
While we use idempotent subidentities for the purpose of characterising “parts” of objects, another approach common
in the full relation algebra context is to use vectors, i.e., relations with v = v ;	. In this context, Schmidt and Ströehlein
[32] proposed to use injective vectors called “points” to correspond to single elements. In the context of ordered categories
with domain, but not necessarily with top morphisms	, the point concept takes on the following shape:
Definition 2.9. In an ordered category with domain, we call an idempotent subidentity p : A → A a point iff for all
R : A→ A, the composition R ; p is deterministic. 
3. Ordered monads
Functor and monad concepts are easily transferred to the setting of ordered categories — relators as “relational func-
tors” have originally been introduced by Kawahara [25]; Definitions 3.1, 3.3, and 3.4 are adapted to our setting from
Backhouse [2]:
Definition 3.1. A relator between two ordered categories is a monotonic functor. 
Lemma 3.2. If F is a relator from C to D, both ordered categories with domain, and R : A→ B in C, then
domD (F R) ⊆ F (domC R)
Proof. Since F is a relator, F (domC R) is an idempotent subidentity, and the statement follows via the domain definition
from F (domC R) ; (F R) = F (domC R ; R) = F R. 
The converse inclusion holds in allegories, but not in general.
For relators, we frequently require natural transformations that are restricted to consist only of mappings:
Definition 3.3. A natural simulation τ from a relator F : C → D to a relator G : C → D is a family of total and deterministic
morphisms in D (which therefore needs domain) indexed with objects of C such that τA : F A → G A and for every
R : A → B we have F R ; τB = τA ; G R. 
Employing these restricted natural simulations is the only adaptation necessary to obtain a variant of the standardmonad
definition that is useful for monads in particular over ordered categories of relations:
Definition 3.4. An ordered monad is a triple (M, η, μ) such that M : C → C is an endo-relator, and η : I → M
and μ : M ;M → M are natural simulations satisfying associativity: μM A ;μA = M μA ;μA and the unit laws:
ηMA ;μA = IMA andM ηA ;μA = IMA. 
For such an ordered monad over C, the Kleisli category KM is defined as usual, with η for identities, and composition of
R : A → MB and S : B → MC defined as R o9 S := R ;M S ;μC .
Monotonicity of composition in the Kleisli category (which inherits the ordering from C) follows from monotonicity of
composition in C together with monotonicity ofM.
Since ηA is deterministic in C, having R ⊆ ηA implies R = domC R ; ηA, so the subidentities in the Kleisli category are
all idempotent, are also in one-to-one correspondence with the idempotent subidentities in C, which produces a domain
operation in the Kleisli category:
Lemma 3.5. The Kleisli category for an orderedmonad (M, η, μ) over an ordered category Cwith domain is an ordered category
with pre-domain, and domKM R = (domC R) ; η.
IfM (domC R) ⊆ domC (M R) for all R, then locality is satisfied, too, and the Kleisli category then is an ordered category with
domain. 
This extends to determinism:
Lemma 3.6. Furthermore, S : A → MB is domain-minimal in KM iff it is domain-minimal in C.
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Proof. We show the last statement using the domain equation:
S is domain-minimal in KM
⇔ ∀R : A → MB • R ⊆ S ⇒ R = domKM R o9 S Def. domain-minimal
⇔ ∀R : A → MB • R ⊆ S ⇒ R = domC R ; ηA ;M S ;μB Lemma 3.5, Def. Kleisli composition
⇔ ∀R : A → MB • R ⊆ S ⇒ R = domC R ; S ; ηM B ;μB Naturality of η
⇔ ∀R : A → MB • R ⊆ S ⇒ R = domC R ; S Unit law
⇔ S is domain-minimal in C Def. domain-minimal 
From the definition of composition in the Kleisli category we easily obtain one half of join preservation — this could also be
stated in terms of the “lazy” or “left” Kleene algebras of Möller [28]:
Lemma 3.7. If C is a (complete) upper semilattice category (with zero morphisms), then composition in the Kleisli category
distributes over binary (and arbitrary) (and empty) joins to its left.
Proof. With join-distributivity in C, we have (for a two-element, respectively, arbitrary, respectively, empty set S):
(
⋃
S)o9T = (
⋃
S) ;M T ;μC =
⋃{S : S • S ;M T ;μC} =
⋃{S : S • So9T} 
Preservation of different kinds of joins in the right argument of composition additionally requires preservation of these joins
by the relatorM:
Lemma 3.8. If C is a (complete) upper semilattice category (with zero morphisms) and the monad functorM preserves binary
(and arbitrary) (and empty) joins, then the Kleisli category is a (complete) upper semilattice category (with zero morphisms)
again. 
4. Signatures and terms
For the sake of minimising notational overhead for the motivating example, we only consider single-sorted signatures.
Also, since we do not need to distinguish constant symbols from zero-ary function symbols, we allow arbitrary natural
numbers as arities of function symbols and do not consider separate constant symbols.
Definition 4.1. A signature  = (F, arity) consists of a set F of function symbols and a total mapping arity : F → N
assigning each function symbol the number of arguments it requires in term construction.
A signature is called unary if it contains only unary function symbols. 
Given the ordered category of sets and relations as base, a signature  = (F, arity) can be considered as a relator
mapping each set S to the set of function symbol applications, i.e., constructs f (x1, . . . , xarity f ) for a function symbol f ∈ F
and elements x1, . . . , xarity f ∈ S , and having  R relate two terms f (t1, . . . , tarity f ) and g(u1, . . . , uarity g) if and only if
f = g and R relates ti to ui for each i ∈ {1, . . . , arity f }.
The term relator T is then the initial solution of the following equation in T (with a direct sum bifunctor “+”):
T X = X +  (T X)
We could gain considerable rigour by using the full formal machinery including catamorphisms for inductive datatypes as
presented e.g. byBackhouse andHoogendijk [1] or byBird anddeMoor [8]. However, thiswould require significant additional
formalism to be introduced, the costs of which appear to outweigh its benefits, in particular since concrete substitutions
arising from the term relator serve mainly as motivation for the more abstract development in the current paper.
We elide the isomorphism that usually connects the two sides of the term relator equation, and we use the following
notation for the injections of the sum T X = X +  (T X):
V,X : X  T X “variable injection”
A,X :  (T X )  T X “symbol application”
We also use the notation 〈R, S〉 to compose a morphism 〈R, S〉 : X +  (T X) → C from two morphisms R : X → C and
S :  (T X) → C.
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The “free extension” (see e.g. [19]) E,X : T (T X ) → T X maps “terms over terms” to “terms over variables” by
“flattening the structure”:
E,X = 〈IT X ,  (E,X ) ;A,X 〉
It is easily verified thatV andE are natural simulations; the remainingmonad laws are equivalent to those for the standard
categorical case:
Proposition 4.2. (T,V,E) is an ordered monad. 
For R : A → T B, the composition IT A o9R is the application of substitution R to terms;we can derive a recursive equation
for this, too:
Lemma 4.3. (i) I o9 R = T R ; E,C
(ii) I o9 R = 〈R,  (I o9 R) ;A,C〉
(iii) Q o9 R = Q ; 〈R,  (I o9 R) ;A,C〉
Proof. We show (i) in the first two steps of the proof for (ii):
I o9 R
= I ; T R ; E,C Def. o9
= T R ;E,C Identity law
= (R +  (T R)) ; 〈IT C,  (E,C) ;A,C〉 Def. T , Def. E,_
= 〈R ; IT C,  (T R) ; (E,C) ;A,C〉 Sum property
= 〈R,  (T R ; E,C) ;A,C〉 Identity law
= 〈R,  (I o9 R) ;A,C〉 (i)
From this, we easily obtain (iii): Q o9 R = (Q ; I) o9 R = Q ; (I o9 R) = Q ; 〈R,  (I o9 R) ;A,C〉. 
5. Relational substitutions
Definition 5.1. Given two variable sets X and Y , a relational -substitution from X to Y , written σ : X → Y , is a relation
σ : X → T Y .
The set of all relational -substitutions from X to Y is written X → Y . 
The inclusion ordering⊆ on X → Y , and therefore also meets and joins, are those of relations in X → T Y .
Since we have shown that the term functor T extends to an ordered monad, a relational substitution is a morphism of
the Kleisli category K T , and Lemma 3.5 implies:
Proposition 5.2. Taking variable sets as objects and relational-substitutions between them asmorphisms produces an ordered
category with domain, which we denote RelSubst , and which is defined as the Kleisli category of the ordered term monad. 
Because of Lemma 3.6, domainminimality characterises exactly the univalent relational substitutions, andwe use this to
define the subcategory Subst which is equivalent to the (co-cartesian) category of standard substitutions with standard
composition of substitutions:
Definition 5.3. Subst is the restriction of RelSubst to deterministic and total relational -substitutions. 
Since inclusion andmeets are inherited from the underlying relations, and sincemeets are not subject to additional require-
ments in lower semilattice categories, RelSubst is even a lower semilattice category.
Both Rel and T Rel have empty relations ∅ as least elements of their homsets, but if  has a zero-ary function symbol,
say c, then the relator T does not preserve the least element, since (c → c) ∈ T ∅. In such cases, empty morphisms in
RelSubst are not zero morphisms — for example, we have
{x → c()} o9 σ = {x → c()}
for all relational substitutions σ , even when σ is empty.
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However, if there are no zero-ary function symbols, then each term contains at least one variable, and T ∅ = ∅, so
Lemma 3.8 implies:
Proposition 5.4. If  has no zero-ary function symbols, then the empty relational substitutions ∅X ,Y : X → Y are zero
morphisms. 
If f is a binary function symbol in , and we consider the two relations R = {x → y} and S = {x → z}, then the term
f (x, x) is associated
• by T R only with the term f (y, y),• by T S only with the term f (z, z),• by T (R ∪ S) with the terms f (y, y), f (y, z), f (z, y), and f (z, z),
so in such cases, the term relator T does not even preserve binary joins.
However, if all function symbols are at most unary, then each term contains at most one variable, and the term relator T
preserves all non-empty joins, in particular, T (R ∪ S) = T R ∪ T S, and we easily obtain:
Proposition 5.5. If  has no function symbols with arity greater than 1, then composition distributes over non-empty joins to
its right. 
In the narrow space between these two classes of counterexample, we essentially obtain path languages, and Lemma 3.8
implies:
Proposition 5.6. If  contains only unary function symbols, then the category RelSubst is a complete Kleene category with
domain and range. 
6. Coherent determinisers
A unification problem is normally represented as an (injective) sequence of equations in T X
U = 〈l1 = r1, . . . , ln = rn〉 .
We will call this a “conventional unification problem”.
To be able to deal with this inside our substitution categories, we first define a variable set
En := {e1, . . . , en}
with pairwise distinct variables e1, . . . , en serving as identifiers for the equations.
Nowwe can create two univalent relational substitutions collecting all the left-hand sides, respectively, all the right-hand
sides (“#U” denotes the cardinality of the set U):
λU, ρU : E#U → X λU := {i : 1..#U • ei → li}
ρU := {i : 1..#U • ei → ri}
We can collect these into a two-element substitution set, or into a single relational substitution:
ηU : E#U → X ηU := λU ∪ ρU = ⋃HU
The standard definition of unification specifies the most general unifier υU for U as an co-equaliser for λU and ρU in the
categorySubst , i.e.,υU is a total and univalent substitution such thatλU o9 υU = ρU o9 υU , and for any ν withλU o9ν = ρU o9ν
there exists a unique φ such that ν = υU o9 φ.
For moving this into the relational setting, we will consider deterministic, i.e., domain-minimal, morphisms.
Definition 6.1. In an ordered category with domain, we call a morphismM a determiniser for another morphism R iff R ;M
is deterministic. 
Desharnais and Möller [10] show that morphisms contained in deterministic morphisms are deterministic as well. From
monotonicity of composition we then immediately obtain:
Lemma 6.2. If M is a determiniser for R, and M′ ⊆ M, then M′ is a determiniser for R, too. 
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Wenowexplore how the concept of “most general unifier” can be transferred into the relational setting. As a first attempt,
we directly transfer the co-equaliser-based definition:
Definition 6.3. In an ordered category with domain, let a class D of determinisers be given.
An initialD-determiniser for a morphism R is aD-determiniserM for R such that for every otherD-determiniserM′ for R,
there is exactly one morphism  such thatM′ = M ;. 
A R B M C





M′














C′
This choice of terminology follows the presentation of most-general unifiers by Goguen [19], and is justified by considering
the category where objects are D-determinisers for R, and morphisms from a D-determiniser M : B → C to another
D-determiniserM′ : B → C′ are morphisms F : M → M′ for whichM ; F = M′.
Definition 6.4. In an ordered category with domain and range, a determiniserM for R is called coherent iff domM = ran R.

7. Restricted residuals
Ordered categories are sufficient context to define the standard residuals for composition, which need not always exist.
Where the residuals exist, we have for X,Q : A→ B and Y, R : B → C and S : A→ C:
Q ; Y ⊆ S ⇔ Y ⊆ (Q\S) right-residual
X ; R ⊆ S ⇔ X ⊆ (S/R) left-residual
Due to the asymmetry of the Kleisli category construction, we obtain different situations for these residuals there:
Lemma 7.1. The Kleisli category over an ordered monad has left residuals if the base category has left residuals.
Proof. For Q : A → MB, R : B → MC, and S : A → MC, we have:
Q o9 R ⊆ S
⇔ Q ;M R ;μC ⊆ S Definition of Kleisli composition
⇔ Q ⊆ S/(M R ;μC) Left residual in base category 
For right residuals, the situation ismore complicated: In the Kleisli category over an orderedmonadwhere the base category
has residuals, we only have the following for Q : A → MB, R : B → MC, and S : A → MC:
Q o9 R ⊆ S
⇔ Q ;M R ;μC ⊆ S Def. Kleisli composition
⇔ Q ;M R ⊆ S/μC Left residual in base category
⇔ M R ⊆ Q\(S/μC) Right residual in base category
Obviously, more information aboutM is required to make any progress towards right residuals.
The general, “unrestricted” residuals presented above become problematic in certain circumstances. For example, resid-
uals of finite concrete relations are not necessarily finite again, which prevents the inclusion of residuals in the interface of
software implementations of finite relations. Restricted residualswere originally introduced in [24] to remedy this particular
problem.
The situation with relational substitutions is similar: If there is a relational substitution R such that
Q o9 R = S,
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and if Q is not surjective and R is allowed to assign values to variables outside the range of Q , then R can assign infinitely
many terms to any such variable. The situation for Q is similar: if R is not total and either S is not total, or Q does not need to
be univalent, then arbitrarily many associations to terms with variables outside the domain of R can be added to Q without
invalidating the above equation.
Restricted residuals prevent these arbitrary effects, and therefore are defined inmore cases than unrestricted residuals, at
least in the ordered category of finite relational substitutions on finite sets of variables. In addition, the restricting condition
establishes tighter control over the domain, respectively, range, of restricted residuals, and thus turns them into a more
precise tool in a context like substitutions where domain and range issues are essential.
Definition 7.2. For morphisms S : A → C and Q : A → B and R : B → C in an ordered semigroupoid with domain and
range, we define:
• the restricted right-residual Q\•S: for all Y : B → C,
Y ⊆ Q\•S iff Q ; Y ⊆ S and dom Y ⊆ ranQ ,
• the restricted left-residual S/•R: for all X : A → B,
X ⊆ S/•R iff X ; R ⊆ S and ran X ⊆ dom R. 
A S  C A S  C



Q



Q\•S 

S/•R



R
B B
For concrete relations, we have (using infix notation for relations):
y(Q\•S)x iff ∀x · xQy ⇒ xSz and ∃x · xQy
x(S/•R)y iff ∀z · yRz ⇒ xSz and ∃z · yRz
Where residuals exist, the restricted residuals can be defined using the unrestricted residuals:
Lemma 7.3. [24, Lemma 5.2] In an ordered semigroupoid with domain and range, if the residuals Q\S or S/R exist, then the
restricted residuals Q\•S respectively S/•R exist, too, and we have:
Q\•S = ranQ ; (Q\S), respectively, S/•R = (S/R) ; dom R .
8. Membership of datatypes
An important aspect of terms is that they are containers for variables, that is, we need to consider a “membership” relation
between terms and the variables they contain. An abstract treatment of membership has been established by Freyd et al.
[17] using (unrestricted) left residuals in the context of allegories, but much of the material can be developed already in
ordered categories.
Definition 8.1. [17] LetF be an endorelator. A collection of arrows δA : F A → A is amembership ofF if for eachR : A → B,
R/δB = (IA/δA) ; F R 
A related abstraction that generalises set membership are the direct powers as defined using symmetric quotients by
Berghammer et al. [7] or Freyd and Scedrov [18]; in that context, element relations ∈A : A → P A are defined, and if all
direct powers exist, then P is a power relator, and the converse of the element relation, ∈, is its membership in terms of
Definition 8.1.
A useful property for calculating with membership is the following:
Lemma 8.2. [8, Exercise 6.18] F has membership δ iff for all R : A → B and S : B → C, we have
(R ; S)/δC = (R/δB) ; F S. 
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Membership δ is a lax natural transformation from F to id, that is, we have, for R : A → B,
F R ; δB ⊆ δA ; R,
because
F R ; δB ⊆ δA ; R ⇔ F R ⊆ (δA ; R)/δB Def. /
⇔ F R ⊆ (δA/δA) ;F R Lemma 8.2
⇔ F R ⊆ F R ∀S • I ⊆ S/S
As pointed out by Freyd et al. [17, Fact 1], it is in fact the largest lax natural transformation fromF to idwhen assumingwhat
they call the identification axiom, namely that the identity natural transformation is the largest lax natural transformation
from id to id.
One easily checks that if composition distributes over some kind of joins (empty, binary, or arbitrary), then that kind of
joins also preserves lax natural transformations, so we have:
Proposition 8.3. If C is a complete upper semilattice category satisfying the identification axiom, and if the endorelator F over
C has membership δ, then the lax natural transformations from F to id form a complete lattice with δ as its greatest element. 
Definition 8.4. If this lattice is atomic, we call the atoms positions. 
Lemma 8.5. If F has membership δ, and q is an idempotent subidentity on F A, then
F (ran (q ; δA)) ⊇ q.
Proof. For every idempotent subidentity r on Awe have:
r ⊇ ran (q ; δA) ⇔ q ; δA ; r ⊇ q ; δA Def. ran
⇔ q ⊆ (q ; δA ; r)/δA Def. left res.
⇔ q ⊆ ((q ; δA)/δA) ;F r Lemma 8.2
⇒ q ⊆ F r Lemma 8.6 
The last step in this proof relies on the following basic range property:
Lemma 8.6. In an ordered category with range, if q and s are idempotent subidentities and q ⊆ R ; s, then q ⊆ s.
Proof. q = ran q ⊆ ran (R ; s) = ran (ran R ; s) = ran R ; s ⊆ s. 
In the presence of appropriate greatest morphisms, we can even use membership to calculate the functor image of a
subidentity:
Lemma 8.7. If F has membership δ, and p is a subidentity on an object A for which 	A,A and 	A,F A exist, then
F p = ran ((	A,A ; p)/δA).
Proof. “⊆” holds because, for any subidentity r on F A:
r ⊇ ran ((	A,A ; p)/δA)
⇔ (	A,A ; p)/δA ; r ⊇ (	A,A ; p)/δA Def. ran
⇔ (	A,A ; p)/δA ; r ⊇ 	A,A/δA ;F p Lemma 8.2
⇔ (	A,A ; p)/δA ; r ⊇ 	A,F A ;F p ∀X • 	/X = 	
⇒ ran ((	A,A ; p)/δA ; r) ⊇ ran (	A,F A ;F p) Monotonicity of ran
⇒ r ⊇ F p ran (	A,F A ;F p) = F p
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With idempotence of p together with Lemma 8.2, we have
(	; p)/δA ;F p = (	; p ; p)/δA = (	; p)/δA,
and therefore also F p ⊇ ran ((	; p)/δA). 
Theorem 8.8. The Kleisli category for an ordered monad (M, η, μ) over an ordered category C with range, where M has a
membership δ, is an ordered category pre-range, with ranKM R = ranC (R ; δ) ; η.
If in addition δB ; S ; δC ⊆ M S ;μC ; δC for all objects A, B and all morphisms S : B → MC, then range locality holds, too,
and the Kleisli category therefore is an ordered category with range.
Proof. Every subidentity in the Kleisli category is of the shape q ; η for a subidentity q in C, and we have for every R : A →
MB:
R o9 (q ; η) ⊇ R ⇔ R ;M q ⊇ R Def. o9; monad law
⇒ R ;M q ; δB ⊇ R ; δB Monotonicity of composition
⇒ R ; δB ; q ⊇ R ; δB δ lax nat. tr.
⇔ q ⊇ ranC (R ; δB) Def. ran
⇒ q ; η ⊇ ranC (R ; δB) ; η Monotonicity of composition
This shows ranKM R ⊇ ranC (R ; δB) ; η. For the converse inclusion, we have:
ranC (R ; δB) ; η ⊇ ranKM R
⇔ R o9 (ranC (R ; δB) ; η) ⊇ R Def. ran in KM
⇔ R ;M (ranC (R ; δB)) ⊇ R Def. o9; monad law
⇔ M (ranC (R ; δB)) ⊇ ranC R Def. ran in C
⇔ M (ranC (ranC R ; δB)) ⊇ ranC R locality
⇔ True Lemma 8.5
Assuming that, for any S : B → MC, furthermore δB ; S ; δC ⊆ M S ;μC ; δC holds, we obtain locality:
ranKM ((ranKM R) o9 S)= ranC (((ranC (R ; δB) ; ηB) o9 S) ; δC) ; ηC Def. ranKM
= ranC (ranC (R ; δB) ; S ; δC) ; ηC Def. o9; monad law
= ranC (R ; δB ; S ; δC) ; ηC ; ηC range locality in C
⊆ ranC (R ;M S ;μC ; δC) ; ηC Assumption
= ranC ((R o9 S) ; δC) ; ηC Def. o9
= ranKM (R o9 S) Def. ranKM 
The signature relator  introduced after Definition 4.1 has a membership relation:
δ :  S → S
(f (t1, . . . , tarity f ) → t) ∈ δ ⇔ t ∈ {t1, . . . , tarity f }
We use this to define the free variable relation F,A : T A→ A by the following equation:
F,A = 〈IA, δ,T A ; F,A〉
Lemma 8.9. T has membership δT = F which satisfies V,A ; δT,A = IA.
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Proof. The last property is obvious from the definition; for the membership property for R : A → B, we have the following
“informal induction”:
R/F,B
= (R/IB) ;V,B ∪ (R/(δ,T B ; F,B)) ;A,B Left residual over 〈_, _〉
= R ;V,B ∪ ((R/F,B)/δ,T B) ;A,B Identity law, residual composition
= R ;V,B ∪ (((IA/F,A) ; T R)/δ,T B) ;A,B “Induction hypothesis”
= R ;V,B ∪ ((IA/F,A)/δ,T A) ; (T R) ;A,B Lemma 8.2
= V,A ; T R ∪ ((IA/(δ,T A ; F,A)) ; A,A ; T R Naturality (twice), residual composition
= (V,A ∪ ((IA/(δ,T A ; F,A)) ; A,A) ; T R Composition distributes over binary join
= ((IA/IA) ;V,A ∪ (IA/(δ,T A ; F,A)) ;A,A) ; T R Identity properties
= (IA/F,A) ; T R Left residual over 〈_, _〉; Def. F,_ 
One easily convinces oneself that positions according to Definition 8.4 are a refinement of the traditional term position
concept:
Proposition 8.10. A position for T is an atomic lax natural transformation π : T  id with deterministic components.
Each position corresponds to a sequence of pairs (f , i) where f is a function symbol from  and i ∈ {1, . . . , arity f }, and for
each such sequence s, we obtain a position πs using the following inductive definition, where v is a variable (term):
(v → v) ∈ π[ ]
(ti → v) ∈ πs
⇒ (f (t1, . . . , tarity f ) → v) ∈ π(f ,i):s
This could of course be made more abstract by factoring it over the positions for .
Theorem 8.8 implies that the ordered categoryRelSubst also has range, which identifies the free variables of the substitution;
for σ : X → Y , we have:
ranRelSubst σ = ranRel (σ ; F,Y) ;V,Y 
Similar to the way that domain minimality serves as a replacement of univalence, one may consider range minimality as
a replacement of injectivity. However, this concept is not particularly useful for relational substitutions: A substitution σ
is range-minimal in RelSubst iff each term in its range contains at least one free variable that no other term in its range
contains. For example, {x → f (x, y), x → f (x, z)} is range minimal, and {x → f (x, y), y → g(y, x)} is not.
For relations, R is deterministic iff R is univalent, and if R ; S is deterministic, then ran R ; S is deterministic, too, since
S
 ; ran R ; S ⊆ S ; R ; R ; S ⊆ I.
It is an interesting question for whichmore general structures the corresponding property holds; for relational substitutions
it can be shown directly:
Lemma 8.11. If σ o9 τ is deterministic in RelSubst , then so is ran σ o9 τ .
Proof. If ran σ o9τ is not deterministic, then there are a variable x and terms t1 = t2 such that {x → t1, x → t2} ⊆ ran σ o9τ .
Since V is the identity in the Kleisli category, we have, with Theorem 8.8,
ran σ o9 τ = ran (σ ; F) ;V o9 τ = ran (σ ; F) ; τ,
so there would then be a variable y and a term t such that (y → t) ∈ σ and (t → x) ∈ F . This implies t[x\t1] = t[x\t2],
which, because of {y → t[x\t1], y → t[x\t2]} ⊆ σ o9 τ , shows that σ o9 τ is not univalent, either. 
9. Quotients in Dedekind categories
Thepropertyofdomain-minimality (Definition2.7)was identifiedbyDesharnais andMöller [10] as a reasonable replacement
for the concept of univalence, R
 ; R ⊆ I, the definition of which relies on the availability of converse. Converse is a standard
ingredient of formalisations of relation algebras; the simplest setting for the most important aspects of reasoning with
converse are the allegories of Freyd and Scedrov [18]. In the remaining investigations, wewill refer to the following variants:
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Definition 9.1. An allegory is a lower semilattice category with involutory converse R

where themodal rule holds:
Q ; R ∩ S ⊆ (Q ∩ S ; R) ; R.
A distributive allegory is an allegory that is also an upper semilattice categorywith zeromorphisms and satisfies distributivity
laws.
A Kleene allegory is a distributive allegory that is also a Kleene category.
A Dedekind category [29,30] is a distributive allegory with residuals and top morphisms. 
Complete Dedekind categories can be considered as “heterogeneous relation algebras without complement”.
Having converse and transitive closure available makes it easy to solve the problem of finding an initial coherent deter-
miniser, see below Theorem 9.7. This theorem by itself is, however, not really relevant for our quest, since we know that
substitution categories do not have a useful converse concept. Ourmain focus in this section is therefore to use the algebraic
laws in the relevant allegories to transform the converse-based formulations into converse-free variants that will also be
useful in relational substitution categories.
Definition 9.2. In an allegory,  is a partial equivalence relation (PER) iff  is symmetric and transitive, i.e., 
 ⊆  and
 ; ⊆ . 
Any symmetric relation is equal to its converse, and a PER is idempotent since
 = dom ; ⊆  ; ; =  ; ; ⊆  ;.
We define quotients over PERs instead of over equivalences (which are reflexive PERs):
Definition 9.3. In an allegory, a quotient for a PER : A→A consists of an objectQ and amorphism χ : A → Q such that
χ
 ;χ = IQ and χ ;χ = . 
The first condition specifies that χ is univalent and surjective, while the second specifies compatibility with , and in
particular domχ = dom ( =  ∩ I).
The first condition in fact allows a converse-free statement of the second, via the following more general property:
Lemma 9.4. In an allegory, the following are equivalent conditions for a morphism R to be difunctional:
R ; R ; R ⊆ R iff R/•R = R ; R iff R\•R = R ; R.
Proof. According to definition of the restricted residual, we have Y ⊆ R/•R iff
Y ; R ⊆ R ∧ ran Y ⊆ dom R, (∗)
which is satisfied for Y ⊆ R ; R because of difunctionality of R.
On the other hand, (∗) implies, together with dom R = I ∩ R ; R,
Y = Y ; ran Y ⊆ Y ; dom R ⊆ Y ; R ; R ⊆ R ; R.
The third condition is dual to the second, since difunctionality is self-dual: R ; R ; R ⊆ R ⇔ R ; R ; R ⊆ R. 
This allows us to provide a generalised quotient definition:
Definition 9.5. In an ordered category with domain and range, a quotient for a morphism  : A→ A consists of an object
Q and a deterministic surjective morphism χ : A → Q such that
χ/•χ = . 
This obviously coincides with Definition 9.3 for allegories, except that in ordered categories we cannot characterise PERs
because symmetry is unavailable. However, we still have:
Corollary 9.6. In an ordered category with domain and range, if χ is a quotient projection for , then  is idempotent. 
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In an allegory, R ;χ is deterministic iff it is univalent, i.e.:
χ
 ; R ; R ;χ ⊆ I
If χ is a deterministic determiniser for Rwith domχ ⊇ ran R, then this is equivalent to
R
 ; R ⊆ χ ;χ.
Since we then know that χ ;χ is a PER, but R ; R is not necessarily a PER, we need to take the PER closure to be able to
formulate the “most general determiniser” property as an equation:
χ ;χ = (R ; R)+
This assumes existence of the transitive closure, and happens to be one of the quotient conditions. This implies that sur-
jective deterministic determinisers satisfying this equation are exactly quotient projections. They also are initial coherent
determinisers:
Theorem 9.7. In a Kleene allegory, if χ is a quotient projection for the PER (R
 ; R)+, then χ is an initial coherent determiniser
for R.
Proof. Let  := (R ; R)+. Then we have χ ;χ =  and χ ;χ = I by assumption from the quotient conditions.
We have
domχ = dom (χ ;χ) = dom = ran R,
so the discussion above shows that χ is a coherent determiniser for R.
If μ is any coherent determiniser for R, then we have μ =  ;μ:
μ ⊆  ;μ μ is coherent for R
= (R ; R)+ ;μ Def. 
⊆ (μ ;μ ; R ; R)+ ;μ μ is coherent for R
= μ ; (μ ; R ; R ;μ)+ properties of trans. closure
⊆ μ ; (ranμ)+ μ is determiniser for R
= μ
Therefore, μ factors over χ as μ =  ;μ = χ ;χ ;μ:
If μ = χ ;φ is any factoring over χ , then φ = χ ;χ ;φ = χ ;μ, so we have unique factoring, and χ is initial. 
In this theorem, converse still occurs in the term R
 ; R, for which we have a converse-free replacement in Lemma 9.4,
but only of R is difunctional. We therefore use points to break down R into difunctional components, and use a residual
property for injective Q , namely that Q\S ⊇ Q ; S, to obtain a converse-free variant of the remaining part of the algebraic
determiniser condition:
Theorem 9.8. In a complete Dedekind category, if the domain of R : A → B is generated by its points, i.e., dom R = ⋃{p |
isPoint p ∧ p ⊆ dom R}, then we have:
⋃{Q | Q ⊆ R • Q\•R} = R ; R
Proof. For “⊆”, we assume Q ⊆ R and obtain:
Y ⊆ Q\•R ⇔ dom Y ⊆ ranQ ∧ Q ; Y ⊆ R Def. restr. residual
⇒ dom Y ⊆ ranQ ∧ Q ;Q ; Y ⊆ Q ; R Monotonicity of composition
⇒ dom Y ⊆ ranQ ∧ ranQ ; Y ⊆ Q ; R Def. ran
⇔ dom Y ⊆ ranQ ∧ Y ⊆ Q ; R dom Y ⊆ ranQ
⇒ Y ⊆ R ; R Q ⊆ R
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For “⊇”, if p is a point (Definition 2.9) contained in dom R, then p ; R is injective and therefore difunctional, so we have:
(p ; R)\•R = (p ; R)\•(p ; R) = R ; p ; p ; R = R ; p ; R
Then we obtain, with distributivity over arbitrary joins:
⋃{Q | Q ⊆ R • Q\•R)} ⊇ ⋃{p | isPoint(p) ∧ p ⊆ dom R • (p ; R)\•R}
= ⋃{p | isPoint(p) ∧ p ⊆ dom R • R ; p ; R}
= R ; R. 
This suggests the following “converse-free” concepts:
Definition 9.9. In an ordered category with domain and range, we define for any morphism R : A → B (conditional on
existence of the joins and of all the restricted residuals)
• its domain spread R : A → A, with R := ⋃{p | isPoint(p) ∧ p ⊆ ran R • R/•(R ; p)},
• its range spread R : B → B , with R := ⋃{p | isPoint(p) ∧ p ⊆ dom R • (p ; R)\•R},
and several abbreviations:
R + := (R)+ R∗ := (R)∗
R + := (R)+ R ∗ := (R)∗ R∗ := R ; R ∗

From the proof of Theorem 9.8, we immediately obtain:
Corollary 9.10. In a complete Dedekind category, we have R = R ; R and R = R ; R, and R∗ is the difunctional
closure of R. 
In their Dedekind category meaning, R∗, R ∗ and R∗ have originally been introduced in [21], and used for a relational
characterisation of pushouts, so it is not surprising that they should also play a rôle in determinisation, whichwe introduced
as generalisation of co-equalisers.
Furthermore, Theorem 9.7 gives us, together with Definition 9.5, a converse-free determiniser result, although only in
the converse-laden Dedekind category context:
Corollary 9.11. In a complete Dedekind category, a quotient projection for R + is an initial coherent determiniser for R. 
As we shall see below in Section 10, this does, unfortunately, not hold in the ordered category of relational substitutions.
However, the solution we will adopt there will employ range spread, and generalise it again essentially according to the
same principle we used for the definition of domain and range spread.
10. Determinisation of relational substitutions
According to Lemma7.1,RelSubst has left residuals. However, right residuals,which correspond tomatching, donot always
exist. As an example, consider R1 := {x → f (x, x), x → f (y, y)}. Then for each mapping X among the four mappings of the
variable set {x, y} to itself, we have:
R1 ; (X ;V) ⊆ R1,
but none of the resulting larger joins still satisfies this, so there is no right residual R1\R1, and also no restricted right residual
R1\•R1.
Nevertheless, this is determinisable, and the substitution χ1 := {x → z, y → z} : {x, y} → {z} is deterministic and
surjective, and satisfies
χ1/•χ1 = R +1 = R1 = {x → x, x → y, y → x, y → y}.
This does not always work; consider R2 := {z → f (x, g(x)), z → f (g(a), y)}, which has initial coherent determiniser
χ2 := {x → g(a), y → g(g(a))}, but
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χ2/•χ2 = {x → x, x → g(a), y → y, y → g(x), y → g(g(a))}
R2 = R +2 = {x → x, y → y} = I{x,y}
The problem in the construction of R2 is obviously that partial solutions for one position conflict even with the identity
solutionof theotherposition. So, sincep ; R2 always selects full terms fromthe rangeofR2, nonon-trivialmatchingcandidates
(p ; R2)\•R2 arise.
We can however take positions into account during construction of extended spreads — note that in allegories, R/μB =
R ;μB:
Definition 10.1. Given, over an ordered category C, an ordered monad (M, , η, μ) with membership δ and with position
set , we define for a morphism R : A → MB in C and a position π :  the restriction of R to π :
(R  π) : A → MB R  π := (R/μB) ;πMB
Then we define the extended range spread R : B → MB of R conditional on the existence of all constituent range spreads,
which are to be calculated in the Kleisli category KM:
R :=⋃{π :  • (R  π)}
We also define an abbreviation in the Kleisli category: R + := (R)+. 
(Extended domain spread can be defined analogously.)
R  π composes the substitution Rwith extraction of subterms from position π . For the example R2 above, there are only
five positions π for which R2  π is non-empty; for each of these, we show also its range spread:
R2  [] = R2 (R2  []) = {x → x, y → y}
R2  [(f , 1)] = {z → x, z → g(a)} (R2  [(f , 1)]) = {x → x, x → g(a)}
R2  [(f , 1), (g, 1)] = {z → a} (R2  [(f , 1), (g, 1)]) = ∅
R2  [(f , 2)] = {z → g(x), z → y} (R2  [(f , 2)]) = {x → x, y → y, y → g(x)}
R2  [(f , 2), (g, 1)] = {z → x} (R2  [(f , 2), (g, 1)]) = {x → x}
The join over these individual range spreads produces, after transitive closure, exactly the morphism for which χ2 is a
quotient projection:
R

2 = {x → x, x → g(a), y → y, y → g(x)}
R
+
2 = {x → x, x → g(a), y → y, y → g(x), y → g(g(a))} = χ2/•χ2
Note that for mismatching symbols, the restricted residuals do not exist, not even in the case of constants: The restricted
residual
{x → a}\•{x → b}
does not exist, although {x → a} : {x} → {}, since ⊥{},T{} = V{} is an identity in the Kleisli category, and therefore{x → a} o9 ⊥{},T{} = {x → a}.
More interesting is the case of occur-check violations: Consider
R3:={z → f (y, x), z → f (x, g(y))}.
This yields
R

3 ={x → x, x → y, x → g(y), y → x, y → y},
so R
+
3 is infinite (but with finite range {x, y}), and has no quotient projection as long as only finite terms are allowed.
If we were to allow rational terms, R3 would have the determiniser
χ3:={x → g∞, y → g∞},
and this would be a quotient projection for R
+
3 .
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Another option would be to switch to a non-complete category of finite substitutions; then the transitive closure R
+
3 =
(R

3 )
+ would not exist.
In any case, this failure can be detected in finite time (note that we are dealing with concrete relations here) since
R

3 ; δ
has a cycle leading through an edge induced by a non-empty position, i.e.,
R

3 ; ranA ; δ ; (R3 ;V)∗
has a cycle.
In summary, the extended range spread R decomposes a unification problem in the same way as conventional algo-
rithms, but aggregates the partial results in a way that formally makes the unifier a quotient projection:
Fact 10.2. In RelSubst , if R exists, then a quotient projection for R + is an initial coherent determiniser for R. 
Determining the precise conditions under which a quotient projection for R + is an initial coherent determiniser for the
morphism R in the Kleisli category over an ordered monad with membership and positions remains open for future work.
11. Related work
Rydeheard and Burstall [31] and Goguen [19] (who used the dual setting) pointed out that unification corresponds to
determining co-equalisers in the Kleisli category of the term monad.
Insteadofusinganorderedmonad, relational substitutions canalsobeobtainedasmorphisms in theKleisli categoryof the
composition of the powerset monad with the termmonad. Monad composition does work under certain conditions, several
of these were developed by Jones and Duponcheel [20], one of them being the presence of a “distributive law” originally
proposed by Beck [4], or equivalently a “swapper” natural transformation, which Eklund et al. [15] use to show that the
composition T ; P of the term functor with the powerset functor can be extended to a monad, too. Note that arbitrary
monads cannot necessarily be composed to a new monad as shown by Jones and Duponcheel [20]. The string rewriting
approach of that proof is explicitly elaborated by Kozen [26] to produce a general tool for verifying monad compositions
and re-prove the monadicity of T ; P. Eklund et al. [14] replaced the standard powerset monad P with L-fuzzy powerset
monads.
EklundandHelgesson [16] use a “partially orderedmonad” concept restricted to endofunctors onSet and show that under
certain conditions the resulting Kleisli category is a Kleene category. These conditions make intrinsic use of Set structure
and establish the result by guaranteeing that the Kleisli category is a complete upper semilattice category.
Where Eklund et al. [13] proceed to use the composed monad for unification, they consider equations consisting of two
relational substitutions, just like previous work on unification in the categorical context.
The use of relators for datatype definition has been pioneered by Backhouse et al. [3], see also Backhouse and Hoogendijk
[1]; a recent overview is the text by Bird and de Moor [8]. Much of the material there can be used to present signature
functors and term monads in a more formal way, and to perform fully formal calculations.
12. Conclusion
For a relatively general kind of relational categories, we introduced the concept of determiniser which enables treatment
of unification problems represented as a single relational morphism.
In a previous paper [23], we showed that this determiniser concept successfully deals with such one-morphism formu-
lations of unification problems, relying on the same initiality concept as traditional unification.
The current paper was motivated by the desire to replace this initiality condition, which is a typical categorical universal
property, with a local algebraic property in the flavour of relation-algebraic characterisations of direct sums and products,
or, in particular quotients.
By consideringPERs insteadof equivalence relations andbyusing restricted residuals,wemanaged to avoid theubiquitous
totality and surjectivity constraints present in [23]. As a result, we obtained a generalised quotient concept for arbitrary
locally ordered categories with domain and range, that applies both to conventional quotients and to initial determinisers,
i.e., essentially to unification.
Expressing the required kernel of the quotient projection for initial determinisers in a similarly general way provedmore
challenging, but wemanaged to produce a palatable concept of “extended range spread” for this purpose by using a position
concept derived directly from abstract membership of datatypes.
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For futurework, it would be nice to be able to characterise the use of conditions in the extended spread definitionwithout
exposing the Kleisli category structure. Also,moving to the full Backhouse–Bird–deMoor calculational approach to recursive
datatypes should enable us to derive matching and unification algorithms in a calculational way.
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